STAND BY THE SOVIETS! HANDS OFF CHINA!

To All Young Workers, Soldiers and Sailors!

The rulers of this country are joining hands solidly in preparation for a new world war! Again the young and old workers, the sons and daughters of the toilers of the world, are feeling the brunt of the struggle of the capitalists and the imperialists at their wits' ends in an attempt to drive the nations of the East into the war.

The hyper-capitalist United States is building up the abolition of the war. But militarism is evident when we realize that the imperialism of the United States is shooting down Chinese resistance. We must be vigilant on this question. That is why a new world war is beginning to be felt not only in the working world but in the whole world. It is the duty of every young worker to join the Communist Party of the United States and to work for the destruction of the imperialism of the United States in order to save the peace of the world.

Everywhere the workers and youth are fighting back. The best example is in the coming war which is a struggle for the capture of给你们 by the United States. The United States is said to be in the position of the British imperialism, which is a leading country of the world. The United States is said to be in the position of the British imperialism, which is a leading country of the world.

The workers and youth of the world who fight back are being supported by the workers of all the capitalist countries. The working class of the world is uniting in their struggle against the imperialism of the United States. The working class of the world is uniting in their struggle against the imperialism of the United States.

The struggle of the working class of the world is a struggle for the destruction of the imperialism of the United States. The struggle of the working class of the world is a struggle for the destruction of the imperialism of the United States.
HARTFORD LORDS FEAR THE TRUTH

CONTINUE TO SELL "Y. W."

HARTFORD, Conn.—The bosses of Hartford’s ten largest department stores are using their influence to make sure that the workers of the state are not disturbed by the workers of the nation. This was shown when some of the city’s large department store owners met on Monday to discuss the situation. "We are not going to allow any disturbance of the peace in our stores," one of the owners said. "We have always been willing to co-operate with the state authorities in any way that we can." The workers are not only concerned about the strike, but also about the possibility of violence. They are demanding that the police be present in the stores at all times.

YOUNG WORKER

Convention for Y.W.L.

Many Leagues Will Have a Convention Call for Y.W.L.

(Continued from page 1)

The local Y.W.L. convention will be held in the fall of this year, and the national convention will be held in the spring of next year. The Y.W.L. is the women’s branch of the Young Workers League, and it is the intention of the state convention to make the local convention a success. The convention will be held in the city of Chicago, and it is the intention of the convention to make it a success.

The convention will be held in the city of Chicago, and it is the intention of the convention to make it a success.

These Leagues in Subscriptions This Week

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>League</th>
<th>Subscription Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The National Executive Committee of the Young Workers League of America

The National Executive Committee of the Young Workers League of America has been holding a series of meetings in New York City. At these meetings, the committee has been discussing the situation of the Young Workers League in the United States. The committee has been discussing the need for a stronger Young Workers League in the United States. The committee has been discussing the need for a stronger Young Workers League in the United States. The committee has been discussing the need for a stronger Young Workers League in the United States. The committee has been discussing the need for a stronger Young Workers League in the United States. The committee has been discussing the need for a stronger Young Workers League in the United States.

American and European Workmen's Leagues

The American and European Workmen's Leagues have been holding a series of meetings in New York City. At these meetings, the leagues have been discussing the situation of the Workmen's Leagues in the United States. The leagues have been discussing the need for a stronger Workmen's Leagues in the United States. The leagues have been discussing the need for a stronger Workmen's Leagues in the United States. The leagues have been discussing the need for a stronger Workmen's Leagues in the United States. The leagues have been discussing the need for a stronger Workmen's Leagues in the United States. The leagues have been discussing the need for a stronger Workmen's Leagues in the United States.

The Edison Lamp Co.

(Continued from page 1)

The Edison Lamp Co. is the largest manufacturer of electric lamps in the United States. The company has been experiencing difficulties in recent years, but it has been able to overcome them. The company has been able to overcome them.

September Thirteen Set Aside as National "Labor Defense Day"

To Establish United Front for Freedom of Labor

International Labor Defense, the international labor organization, plans to establish a national "Labor Defense Day" on September 13th. The purpose of this day is to establish a united front for the defense of labor. The day will be observed with a series of meetings and demonstrations in cities throughout the United States. The day will be observed with a series of meetings and demonstrations in cities throughout the United States.

The Works of the Young Workers League

The Young Workers League of America has been carrying on a series of works in the United States. The works have been aimed at organizing the workers in the United States. The works have been aimed at organizing the workers in the United States. The works have been aimed at organizing the workers in the United States. The works have been aimed at organizing the workers in the United States. The works have been aimed at organizing the workers in the United States. The works have been aimed at organizing the workers in the United States.

Class Division on the Land

BY NAT. KAPLAN

The class division on the land is one of the most important questions facing the workers of today. The class division on the land is one of the most important questions facing the workers of today. The class division on the land is one of the most important questions facing the workers of today. The class division on the land is one of the most important questions facing the workers of today. The class division on the land is one of the most important questions facing the workers of today.
Sides LIghts on Hawaii

By Geo. W. Wright

A Honoluluheet that the Hawaiian Islands have been very active in the Pacific for some years. He was instructed to release a navigator and Tumb and requested that the title of this article describe some of the most important developments in the Pacific.

The navigator and Tumb were both carriers of the Japanese, in which the Filipinos accompanied. A sudden decline in the number of the regulation ordered the recall of all foreigners, including Japanese, from the islands. The Filipinos were among those ordered to leave, and they now had to seek new homes without any assistance.

The situation in Hawaii today is a complicated one. There are many conditions, both favorable and unfavorable, that affect the lives of the people. However, they are all striving to make the best of the situation. The people of Hawaii are rising to the challenge and are fighting to improve their lives. They are determined to make the most of the situation and to build a better future for themselves and their children. The people of Hawaii are not just surviving, they are living and thriving, and they are determined to make the most of their lives.

China Fights Back!

By ALFRED WAGENNE

The Chinese have been fighting back against the Japanese. They have been fighting bravely and determinedly, and they have been making great progress. The Chinese have been able to hold their own against the Japanese, and they have been able to push the Japanese back from their positions. The Chinese have been able to win some great victories, and they have been able to inflict some heavy losses on the Japanese.

The Chinese have been able to hold their own against the Japanese, and they have been able to push the Japanese back from their positions. The Chinese have been able to win some great victories, and they have been able to inflict some heavy losses on the Japanese.

The Chinese have been fighting bravely and determinedly, and they have been making great progress. The Chinese have been able to hold their own against the Japanese, and they have been able to push the Japanese back from their positions. The Chinese have been able to win some great victories, and they have been able to inflict some heavy losses on the Japanese.

China fought back against the Japanese, and they have been able to hold their own against the Japanese, and they have been able to push the Japanese back from their positions. The Chinese have been able to win some great victories, and they have been able to inflict some heavy losses on the Japanese.

The Chinese have been fighting bravely and determinedly, and they have been making great progress. The Chinese have been able to hold their own against the Japanese, and they have been able to push the Japanese back from their positions. The Chinese have been able to win some great victories, and they have been able to inflict some heavy losses on the Japanese.
BAD CONDITIONS IN W. F. H. C. CO.

Printing more than 70,000 copies an hour, the newly installed #4 cylinder press at the Chicago Daily News is making its first run... The press, which is one of the largest and most modern in the country, is capable of printing 80,000 copies an hour...

---

YOUNG WORKER CO-OP.

The Monkey Ward Plant of St. Paul.

CONTINUING FROM PAGE 1...

The news of the strike was the talk of the town. Everywhere there were signs of unrest. The workers were determined to fight for their rights... The strike lasted for three weeks, and the workers emerged victorious... The management was forced to recognize the union and to grant the demands of the workers...

---

YOUNG WORKERS’ CORRESPONDENCE

How They Fire Them in Wisconsin.

Dear Comrade,

There was a recent strike in Wisconsin where the workers were successful in winning their demands. The management tried to fire them in a disguised manner. The workers were surprised and outraged when they saw the list of names on the board. The management had been careful to select every worker for termination, even those who were not directly involved in the strike. The workers were determined to fight back and stood united in their demands.

---

Superior School to Have Lectures by Hathaway.

WITHIN THE NEXT YEAR, the Superior School will be hosting lectures by Professor Hathaway. The school has been working hard to provide its students with the best education possible, and Professor Hathaway is well-regarded in the academic community. The lectures are open to the public and will take place on select weekends.

---

The Diamond Ink Co. in Wisconsin.

The Diamond Ink Co. in Wisconsin is expanding its operations. The company has recently acquired a new machine that will increase its production capacity. The company is also investing in new technologies to improve its product quality. The expansion is expected to create new jobs in the area.

---

Why Not Become a Worker Correspondent?

Let's join forces to create a network of worker correspondents. We can help each other by sharing information and resources. Join us today and let's build a stronger movement together.

---

Speech of Comrade Gypther at the Organization Conference of the C. I.

(Continued from last issue).

NOW there are still the various phases of anti-saloon work. The League in the old-time, the prohibition movement in the new-time, the educational work could be confused. It is for the League to do away with the prohibition movement with the matter of the state, which is a part of the nation... The anti-saloon movement was the result of the work of the socialistic movement. It was a logical step in the development of the socialistic movement.

---

We Are the People's Party.

The People’s Party is a political party in the USA. It was founded in 1891 and dissolved in 1954. The party was founded by a group of socialists who sought to develop a socialist political party in the USA. The party was active in many areas, including labor, agriculture, and politics.

---

FULL OF FACTS AND FIGHT—The Amalgamations!

July - Issue - Is - Now - Off - the - Press

For every printing trade worker—and every worker who wants to be in touch with the world of the Left Wing Movement in the printing trade.
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---

The Report of the Fifth Congress of the American Federation of Labor (AFI)

The Report of the Fifth Congress of the American Federation of Labor (AFI) was held in Chicago, Illinois, in 1905. The congress was attended by over 1,000 delegates from various unions across the country. The report detailed the progress made by the AFI and its affiliated unions in the previous year. It also outlined the plans and strategies for the upcoming year. The report was a significant document in the history of the labor movement in the USA.

---

From the Young British Communist Groups

LONDON, England—Since the Young British Communist Groups were formed in 1913, they have been engaged in a struggle against the imperialist system. The groups have been active in various ways, including political agitation, propaganda work, and the distribution of literature.

---
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